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The fact that we, as a species, are communicative 
by nature has played a key role in our evolution-
ary success. And for the modern economy, which 
is becoming increasingly dependent on our 
intellectual and creative productivity, communi-
cation is all-important. Modern office environ-
ments therefore have to offer many and various 

Stay ahead: Communicate!
opportunities for interaction. Both on a profes-
sional and private level. Sedus meet chair & table 
is an intelligent, comprehensive and particularly 
flexible range which is able to meet precisely 
these demands. Productive well-being as defined 
by Sedus Place 2.5. For more information on this, 
go to www.place2point5.com.



Meetings are of central importance in the 
working lives of modern knowledge workers. 
So it’s good to know that ensuring efficient 

Going forward together.
working conditions and creating the right 
foundations for optimal results couldn’t be 
easier: with the Sedus meet chair & table range.
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Studies have shown that those who occasionally stand 
up to think develop measurably more ideas than those 
who remain seated. An upright posture can also have 

For outstanding ideas.
a positive effect on the duration and efficiency of 
meetings. For this reason, elegant standing tables 
and bar stools have also been included in this range.



Stacking and 
transport trolley.
A practical accessory 
for simple transporta-
tion and space-saving 
storage. 

Row linkage. 
Intelligent clip  
system, can be fitted 
without the need for 
tools, also with seat 
and row numbering. 
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Thanks to their light-weight design and the fact that they can be stacked, 
the meet chairs are multi-functional: in conference rooms or during meetings 
at the workstation, for workshops or a relaxed break in the bistro. The chairs 
can be linked together quickly and simply and provide comfortable seating 
for courses, presentations and occasional corporate events. Upon request, 
these chairs are also available in flame-resistant materials in accordance 
with statutory fire prevention guidelines. 

Are you in need of talented multi-taskers? 
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Great ideas rarely emerge from behind closed doors 
or from a single brain. Thinking is a networking 
process which starts with a spark in the brain; 
thinking in groups serves to make this process 
even more potent. Informal meeting areas in 
particular are key to ensuring a sense of well-being 
in the office, as well as to fostering hallway chat, 
during which a large part of corporate know-how 
is exchanged. The Sedus meet chair & table range 
provides perfect meeting points for this – in 
break rooms, bistros and conference rooms. With 
high-quality materials, first-class comfort and a 
complementary design for every office interior. 

An invitation to 
start networking.

Design meet chair: designship ulm,
Markus Dörner and Thomas Stenzel (Sedus) 
Design meet table: Modus Product Design, speziell®



Satisfies all demands.
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Thanks to its robust, enduring quality and 
ergonomic design, the Sedus meet chair & table 
range excels even when in constant use and in 
heavily used rooms. The one-piece plastic or 
wood shell is easy to care for and offers great

sitting comfort both with and without upholstery. 
The meet chair swivel chair can be moved to 
where needed in seconds and the optional 
easy-grip control allows the height to be 
conveniently adjusted.
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Flexible. The four-leg model can be stacked up 
to 10 high, the sled leg model up to 14 high. 
Both versions can be optionally linked up. The 
swivel chair comes with an easy-to-use height 
adjustment feature on request. All wood models 
are also available with an opening for carrying. 

Comfortable. For the 
wood models, you can 
choose from a selection 
of seat and backrest 
upholsteries in various 
qualities in more than 
150 colours, for the 
plastic models from 
hard-wearing coloured 
felt upholstery. 
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Laminates. The shells 
come in three high- 
quality laminate 
finishes. 

Veneers. Twelve real 
wood veneers for a 
truly luxurious look 
and an unbeatable 
sense of well-being. 

Wood stains. Create 
your own unique style 
with coloured wood- 
stained surfaces. 
Choose from 18 shades. 

Plastics. The one-
piece, flexible shell 
made from plastic 
using the monosand-
wich process comes in 
five different colours.

Felt upholstery. 
Soft, complementary 
seat upholstery in 
four colours for all 
non-upholstered 
chair models. 

Upright. The bar stool 
proves just as useful 
in break rooms as in 
communication zones. 
Choose from three 
frame models and a 
wealth of materials 
and colours. 



over easy table top 
connector. Top dimensions 
2315 x 1630 mm, for three
standing tables dia. 700 mm 
(picture with felt panels)

over easy table top 
connector. Top dimen-
sions 1900 x 900 mm, 
for two standing tables 
dia. 700 mm 

meet table bistro 
table, square, stack-
able. Table height 
730 mm, top dimen-
sions 700 x 700 and 
800 x 800 mm

Can be stacked to 
save space. The 
flexible bistro table 
with four-leg frame 
is always ready for use 
– any time, anywhere. 

meet table stand-
ing table, foldable, 
stackable. Table 
height 1120 mm, top 
dimensions dia. 600 
and 700 mm

Simple to stack.
Thanks to the folding 
table-top, this stand-
ing table can be stored 
anywhere. 

meet table bistro 
table, round. Table 
height 730 mm, top 
dimensions dia. 700 
and dia. 800 mm

meet table bistro 
table, square. Table 
height 730 mm, top 
dimensions 700 x 700 
and 800 x 800 mm

A centre of communications. 
Communication starts by bringing people together 
around a table. The table is a place where people 
meet to talk, plan, discuss, learn together, drink 
coffee and collaborate. The Sedus meet table 
range is the ideal solution for all of these 
applications. Whether as a bistro table with 

aluminium five-star base, a stackable model 
with four-leg frame, whether round or square 
or as a standing table on its own or as part of 
a “team” – meet has the answer! The slimline table 
tops are easy to care for and particularly elegant.
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And what about the future? 
Sustainability and environmental protection are 
firmly anchored in Sedus’ corporate principles 
which guide the actions of all employees and 
suppliers. Sedus was the first company in this 
sector to introduce an environmental manage-
ment system in accordance with EU directives 
and, since 2001, has been certified to the 

international environmental standard ISO 14001. 
Moreover, since 2010 the company has satisfied 
the stringent EMAS III criteria. Sedus’ most 
important contribution to sustainable environ-
mental protection is based, first and foremost, 
on the outstanding quality which guarantees the 
long service life of its products.
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